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not nearly enough powder on/' and made a dash for the powder-
puff to remedy with two or three large splashes the supposed
defect. It is said that the wave of female emancipation is
reaching South America, but doubt was expressed by a keen
observer whether it would necessarily take its European form
of a demand for political and legal rights, or whether the Argen-
tine woman would not begin by desiring the same social and
matrimonial liberty as is assumed by her husband. At present,
unfortunately, with the vicious circle in which such customs
move, much of the precaution taken to guard women appears
to be necessary, and I was sadly informed by more than one
English girl employed in the business houses of Buenos Aires,
that the freedom with which young women can move and conduct
themselves at home was not only conventionally but actually
impossible in their new surroundings.1
Argentina, as the depository of much that  is  undesirable
from other nations, can hardly hope to escape the blackguard
element.   Assassination is the only thing which is cheap in the
South American continent.   The head of one of the seamen's
missions at Buenos Aires told S. that it was possible at any time
to procure the murder of a man by paying five dollars, not quite
ten shillings, in the right quarters:  this was somewhat less than
at Rio, where the price was stated to be thirteen shillings and
fourpence.   The scenes which occur nightly about the docks are
incredible; hence returning to Mana after dark was always a
matter of some anxiety.   Our steward received a typewritten
letter saying that he had been mentioned as a suitable man for
a desirable situation, and giving an appointment after dark at
a certain house in a certain street.   On inquiry the address
turned out to be that of a low street in the new part of the town,
where much land is still waste, and there was no house yet
built of the number given.   With regard to the said steward,
one Sunday evening he left the yacht and never returned.   All
anxiety about his fate was set at rest by the fact that he had
cleared his cabin of all his goods.   He may have been homesick
and arranged to work his passage back, or &e may have been
enticed by a i$ore substantial offer, a very usualoccurrence where
Grogan informs rae that <x&& of the main reasons for the positios
** A*$eatjna is thai there is no Married Women's Property. Act,
'	** therefore in ordinary course entirely dependent

